POINTS OF EMPHASIS FOR COACHES

1. 2 coaches, 1 medical personnel allowed in the Red, Green reserved zones.
2. Proper attire is required in the reserved (coaches) corners. Hats, jeans,
sweats, shorts and t-shirts are not allowed.
3. Coaches may approach the Head Table to correct scoring or timing issues
without penalty.
4. Control of Mat Violations resulting in a 1 team point deduction, are
cumulative and do not result in removal from the event, e.g., 1 pt, 1 pt, 1pt,
etc.
5. Coaching staffs are allowed 2 Questioning Judgement Warnings for the
entire tournament. Additional warnings are penalized as a 1 pt. team
deduction for each infraction.
6. Team Uniformity singlets and warm-ups (page 11) are required in each
session of the tournament. Wrestlers not in compliance will be called for
Control of Mat violations – 1 team point deduction. **Coaches need to
present to the Tournament Committee medical reasons, special equipment
requests to receive clearance, prior to competition, to not be penalized on
Team Uniformity.
7. Video Review Challenges for Post-Season Tournaments. **Note:
challenges listed are for the entire tournament. 1-3 wrestlers, 1 challenge;
4-6 wrestlers, 2 challenges; 7-10 wrestlers, 3 challenges.

8. Video Review: Coaches must toss the brick out on the mat immediately
(5-7 seconds) when challenging a call. A challenge brick thrown in the
official’s judgement too late, is a Control of Mat violation and 1 pt. team
deduction. A late challenge does not result in losing the challenge.
9. Pre-match, Post-match Unsportsmanlike penalties are a 1 team point
deduction. *If a wrestler commits a Post-match Unsportsmanlike
infraction, his coaching staff will be informed immediately, a second Postmatch Unsportsmanlike penalty results in disqualification from the
tournament. **Coaches, team personnel: 2 Unsportsmanlike penalties pre
or post-match in a tournament session, per individual, result in
disqualification from the tournament. Penalties do not carry over session
to session.
10. Injury Time starts when the Trainer steps on the mat, unless a wrestler is in
distress, only the Trainer will attend to the injured wrestler. *Concussion
Protocol – when a concussion evaluation is requested, injury time is
negated. The concussed wrestler’s medical personnel makes the final
decision as to whether or not their wrestler can continue.
11. Coaches, DO NOT have your wrestler leave the mat, if at the conclusion of
the match, you believe the score is incorrect. *Once the wrestlers have left
the mat, match results are final and cannot be changed.

